Introduction {#sec1}
============

Glucose transport carrier (GLUT) transporters, described initially as glucose transporters, are essential proteins in homeostasis. In humans, there are 14 identified GLUT transporters, which compose the solute carrier (SLC)2 family and are members of the major facilitator superfamily. These proteins are composed of approximately 500 residues and 12 transmembrane helices. Their overall structure is characterized by two domains, containing six helices each, connected by an intracellular helical (ICH) domain.^[@ref1]^

On the basis of the sequence identity, they are categorized into three classes: Class 1 (GLUT1--4, 14); Class 2 (GLUT5, 7, 9, and 11); and Class 3 (GLUT6, 8, 10, 12, and 13, alias Proton myo-inositol cotransporter proton myo-inositol cotransporter or proton myo-inositol cotransporter (MYCT)).^[@ref2]^ They differ in their expression patterns and substrate specificity. Despite their high physiological importance, there are still many open questions concerning their function. Most GLUTs can transport glucose, but in some cases their physiological substrate is unknown. Additionally, some transporters recognize a wider range of substrates or present unique specificities.^[@ref2]^ They are also important for other mechanisms, such as mediation of viral entry into cells, but those most likely involve outside regions of the receptors and fall beyond the scope of this study.^[@ref3]^

Abnormal GLUT expression levels or mutant variants are related to several diseases, such as GLUT1 deficiency syndromes,^[@ref4]^ renal hypouricemia,^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ arterial tortuosity syndrome,^[@ref7]^ or cancer.^[@ref8]^ In the latter case, there is a clear interest in developing new GLUT inhibitors. However, it will be crucial to address and assess the specificity of such inhibitors.

Structural information should be of great value to understand both the determinants of the substrate and inhibitor specificity. Detailed examination of GLUT binding sites should help the development of new inhibitors that will specifically target defined member(s) of the GLUT/SLC2 family. Toward this goal, inhibitors selective for either GLUT1^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ or GLUT4^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ have been described as candidates for cancer treatment. A better understanding of molecular recognition within this family is also useful for other applications, such as the design of GLUT1 and GLUT5 ligands as molecular probes for breast cancer diagnostics.^[@ref13]−[@ref17]^

Although experimental difficulties have hampered determination of GLUT crystal structures, as generally observed for membrane proteins, significant progress has been achieved recently, particularly among Class 1 transporters. Thus, structure resolution has been reported for a close *Escherichia coli* homologue^[@ref18]^ and human GLUT1^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ and GLUT3.^[@ref21]^ The structures of rat and bovine GLUT5, a Class 2 transporter, have also been determined.^[@ref22]^ Interestingly, these include complexes with sugars (glucose and maltose^[@ref21]^) and with inhibitors, such as cytochalasin B (cytoB).^[@ref20]^ Interestingly, the elucidated structures represent different transporter conformations, including outward-open, outward-occluded, and inward-open structures. Molecular dynamics simulation provide some more insights into the conformational changes associated with ligand binding and transport.^[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ All of these results provide a clearer picture of the mechanisms that govern substrate transport, on the basis of alternating accessibility of substrate-binding sites, from the extracellular (ECL) and intracellular (ICL) sides of the membrane.^[@ref1]^

Thanks to these recent findings, it is now conceivable to build comparative models of all GLUT family members, as they harbor between 24 and 95% sequence identity to known crystal structures. Therefore, with the aim to improve our understanding of substrate and inhibitor recognition by GLUTs, we modeled all human GLUTs and simulated their interaction with ligands. For Class 1 GLUTs, modeling and comparative docking is straightforward and the functioning is highly similar according to the high overall sequence identity. Here, we focused our analysis mostly on Class 2 and 3 transporters, which have lower sequence identity with the available templates and have been much less studied than Class 1 GLUTs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that models have been proposed for the whole GLUT family. This structural information, combined with bioinformatic techniques, allowed us to study ligand selectivity of GLUT family members that have major physiological functions.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Comparative Modeling {#sec2.1}
--------------------

We built comparative models for all GLUT family members through the \@TOME-2 pipeline.^[@ref26]^ The automated \@TOME-2 procedure allowed us to use templates crystallized in apo or ligand-bound forms and in various conformations: outward-facing partially occluded, outward open, outward occluded, and inward-open ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). For each GLUT, up to 20 models were selected based on the top ranking structural alignments for each sequence.

###### Templates Used with \@TOME-2 for Comparative Modeling of GLUT Family Members

  PDB code   resolution (Å)   conformation                         ligand                                    protein                references
  ---------- ---------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------
  4GC0       2.6              outward-facing, partially occluded   6-bromo-6-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose   XylE *E. coli*         ([@ref18])
  4GBY       2.8              [d]{.smallcaps}-xylose                                                                                
  4GBZ       2.9              [d]{.smallcaps}-glucose                                                                               
  4ZW9       1.5              outward-occluded                     [d]{.smallcaps}-glucose                   GLUT3 *Homo sapiens*   ([@ref21])
  4ZWC       2.6              outward-open                         maltose                                                          
  4ZWB       2.4              outward-occluded                     maltose                                                          
  4PYP       3.2              inward-open                          apo                                       GLUT1 *H. sapiens*     ([@ref19])
  5EQG       2.9              inward-open                          phenylamide 1                             GLUT1 *H. sapiens*     ([@ref20])
  5EQH       3.0              phenylamide 2                                                                                         
  5EQI       3.0              cytochalasin B                                                                                        

For several GLUTs (e.g., Class 1 GLUTs), there is enough sequence identity to allow accurate automated sequence alignment and comparative modeling. However, GLUT6 and 8 and 10--13 share a lower sequence identity (\<35%) with the available templates. To improve the quality of models generated for these proteins, a manual process was also employed to generate additional models. First, templates for comparative modeling were selected on the basis of their resolution, structure quality, protein conformation, and cocrystallization in the presence of ligands. Binding sites undergo important changes in the transition from the outward to inward conformation, and some inhibitors are known to bind specifically only to a given conformation. Therefore, we built models both in the inward-open and outward-occluded conformations, respectively, based on templates of GLUT1 in complex with an inhibitor, cytoB (PDB 5EQI,^[@ref20]^ 3.0 Å resolution), and GLUT3 in complex with glucose (PDB 4ZW9,^[@ref21]^ 1.5 Å resolution). These models were validated based on Tito,^[@ref27]^ Q-Mean,^[@ref28]^ and Verify 3D^[@ref29]^ scores, within the \@TOME-2 pipeline.

Overall Structure {#sec2.2}
-----------------

We were able to align to templates the 12 transmembrane (TM) regions, for all transporters of the GLUT family (Supporting Information [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)) and therefore able to build corresponding models. We also modeled short extracellular (ECL) and intracellular (ICL) loops, whereas long loops (ECL1 connecting TM1 and TM2 in Class 1 and Class 2 GLUTs and ECL5 connecting TM9 and TM10 in Class 3) were not included. Similarly, GLUT8 and GLUT10 contain a significant deletion in ICL3, between TM6 and TM7, the region which forms most of the ICH domain. Whereas this region is composed of 62 residues in GLUT1 (residues 207--268), it contains 52 residues in GLUT8 (202--253) and 43 residues in GLUT10 (185--228). Due to the lack of reliable alignment in this region and the fact that the deletion does not allow conservation of the secondary structure elements observed in GLUT1 and GLUT3 crystal structures, this region was not modeled either.

We based the validation of our models on the structural superposition of highly conserved residues, such as those involved in molecular gates^[@ref21]^ and substrate-binding sites. The 11 residues previously described as necessary for molecular gates (G91, R92, E145, R153, G154, E(D)329, G332, R333, R(K)334, E393, and R400, following GLUT1 numbering) are found in all GLUTs and were structurally aligned in all models.

A further validation of our models consisted in the mapping of disease-related mutations (DRMs). Several DRMs have been described for the SLC2 family, including GLUT1, 2, 4, 9, and 10. Previous studies revealed that these DRMs form three clusters in GLUT1, one around the substrate-binding site and two in the regions of the extracellular and intracellular gates.^[@ref19]^ We focused our analysis on GLUT9, for Class 2 GLUTs, and GLUT10, for Class 3 GLUTs, which show 34 and 24% sequence identity with the template used for building their models (PDB 4ZW9, Supporting Information [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)), respectively.

Five mutations in GLUT9 have been related to renal hypouricemia 2,^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ and eight mutations in GLUT10, to arterial tortuosity syndrome ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Among these DRMs, only L75 and T125 in GLUT9 are found within the substrate-binding sites, as predicted by comparative docking (defined as all residues within 8 Å from ligand atoms), with L75 being in direct contact with the bound ligand, whereas T125 lies in a second shell surrounding the binding site. Interestingly, there is evidence for the functional or structural importance of most other DRMs of these transporters, as also illustrated by our modeling. Analysis of the environment surrounding these residues in our models unveiled their role in stabilization of the protein structure, as the predicted interactions with these residues could not be reproduced by the corresponding mutated residues. This can be exemplified by mutations that substituted neutral residues for wild-type positively charged residues, as seen in the R171C, R198C, and R380M changes in GLUT9 and in R132W in GLUT10. The corresponding arginines are either involved in salt bridges or hydrogen network, which is important for protein stability. Similarly, mutation E437K in GLUT10 eliminated the favorable salt bridge established with R296, resulting in charge repulsion in the corresponding DRM. In the case of glycines, we also observed that G246 and G426 in GLUT10 adopt backbone conformations not allowed to most other residues ([Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Similarly, mutation P412R eliminates the stabilizing N-capping of TM10 provided by the constrained proline present in wild-type GLUT9.

![Disease-related mutations mapped to GLUT9 (A) and GLUT10 (B) models. Approximate locations of endofacial and exofacial binding sites are indicated with black and red dashed lines, respectively.](ao8b03447_0006){#fig1}

###### Analysis of Disease-Related Mutations in GLUT9 and GLUT10 Models

  protein        mutation                location in protein                                                                                           structural observations from model                                                                                                                                   reported information for aligned residues[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GLUT9          L75R                    TM1                                                                                                           direct contact with urate                                                                                                                                            no information found
  T125M          TM2, near TM11          buried, second shell from binding site                                                                        model by Dinour indicates residue towards channel                                                                                                                    
  R171C          TM4                     stabilizes local distortion in TM1 and TM2; H-bond to N74 backbone carbonyl in TM1                            R126 mutations in GLUT1 are related to GLUT1DS1; R133C, R113H, and R133L in XylE abolished xylose transport; model by Dinour indicated residues toward the channel   
  R198C          TM6, near ICH domain    involved in salt bridge with E376 and H-bond with R505 backbone carbonyl                                      gate residue R153 in GLUT1; R153H in GLUT1 is related to GLUT1DS2; R160L in *E.coli* XylE failed to yield well-behaved recombinant protein                           
  R380W, R380M   TM9, near ICH domain    buried residue interacting with TM8 and TM10, through salt bridges with E376 and E440, and H-bond with I375   gate residue R333 in GLUT1; R333Q in GLUT1 is related to GLUT1DS2; R341W in XylE abolished xylose transport                                                          
  P412R          TM10                    N-capping residue in TM10, conserved in GLUT1 (P362)                                                          no information found                                                                                                                                                 
  GLUT10         S81R                    TM3                                                                                                           surrounded by hydrophobic environment                                                                                                                                no information found
  R132W          TM6, near ICH domain    involved in salt bridge with E437 and H-bond with Q503 backbone carbonyl                                      see observations for GLUT9 R198C (equivalent residues)                                                                                                               
  G142V          TM6                     close contact with TM1 (L20)                                                                                  100% conserved in GLUTs                                                                                                                                              
  R231Q          TM7, near ICH domain    solvent exposed residue                                                                                       no information found                                                                                                                                                 
  G246E          kink between TM7a/b     α~L~ ϕ/Ψ angles; located close to binding sites                                                               100% conserved in GLUTs; involved in conformation change during transport                                                                                            
  G426W          kink between TM10a/b    ϕ/Ψ angles approximately (−120°, −90°); buried; located close to binding sites                                100% conserved in GLUTs; involved in conformation change during transport                                                                                            
  E437K          TM10, near ICH domain   salt bridge with R296                                                                                         gate residue E393 in GLUT1                                                                                                                                           
  G445E          TM11, near ICH domain   helical conformation                                                                                          no information found                                                                                                                                                 

These observations were extracted from the following references: GLUT1 gate residues,^[@ref19]^ DRM----- humsavar.txt, release 2018_07 of 18-Jul-2018;^[@ref30]^ XylE mutations;^[@ref18]^ GLUT9 homology model.^[@ref5]^

Further evidence for the importance of these residues was found in the literature. Several of them map either to positions also described as DRM in GLUT1 (leading to GLUT1 deficiency syndrome 2---GLUT1DS2) or as gate residues in GLUT3.^[@ref21]^ Site-directed mutagenesis in equivalent positions in XylE have also been shown to abolish xylose transport.^[@ref18]^ For GLUT10, several mutations altering the presence of glycines that are 100% conserved in the family have been observed as DRM, including G142V in TM6, and G246E and G426W, which are located in the kinks of the discontinuous TM7 and TM10 helices. These glycines are located in the vicinity of the binding sites and are important in allowing the conformational changes of those regions that shift the most during gating movements that lead to substrate transport.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^

Obtaining models for all GLUTs also provided an opportunity to compare the two binding sites (endofacial and exofacial ones) for each receptor, which are alternatively open during the transport cycle. A detailed discussion is presented below.

Endofacial Binding Site Comparison {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------

To compare endofacial binding sites throughout GLUT1--14, we superposed models in the inward-open conformation, built on the basis of GLUT1 templates (PDB 5EQG, 5EQH, or 5EQI). This conformation is known to bind to cytoB, a compound which inhibits several GLUTs, such as GLUT1, 3, 4, 8, and 13. On the other hand, other GLUTs such as the Class 2 transporters GLUT5, 7, and 9 are not inhibited by cytoB. Previously reported site-directed mutagenesis studies revealed that W388L and W412L impact GLUT1 photolabeling and reduced cytoB binding and are therefore important for molecular recognition of this compound.^[@ref31]^ More recently, determination of the complex structure of GLUT1 bound to cytoB (PDB 5EQI) provided an understanding of the key residues involved in recognition and direct insights on the exclusive binding of the ligand to the inward-open conformation. Superposition of our inward-open conformation models to PDB 5EQI revealed several substitutions in positions surrounding cytoB ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). More specifically, residues Q282, W388, N411, and W412 are highly conserved among the GLUTs that are inhibited by cytoB ([Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}), whereas substitutions in at least one of these positions are observed for all receptors that are not inhibited (GLUT5, 7, and 9). In the complex with GLUT1, residues Q282, W388, and N411 are directly involved in interactions with the ligand. To investigate possible interactions between cytoB and GLUT5, 7, and 9, we performed comparative docking, transferring the ligand to each receptor on the basis of its binding mode to GLUT1. Docking results ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C--E) indicate that several of the interactions observed in the GLUT1--cytoB complex cannot be formed in the complexes with Class 2 transporters. These results suggest that in all Class 2 transporters exist substitutions expected to be detrimental to cytoB binding. Moreover, in the case of GLUT7, Y149 substitutes for a small residue (threonine or serine in the transporters inhibited by cytoB). The most favorable Y149 rotamers would clash with either ligand or with other binding site residues, and this residue would have to adopt an outlier rotamer to accommodate cytoB. Therefore, particularly in the case of GLUT7, we identified two features that were detrimental to inhibition by cytoB: substitution for residues that are essential for ligand recognition (corresponding to W388 and N411 in GLUT1) or presence of residues that would sterically hinder ligand binding, such as Y149.

![Molecular basis for cytochalasin B selectivity within the GLUT family. (A) Cytochalasin B (cytoB) chemical structure. (B) Binding mode of cytoB to GLUT1 (PDB 5EQI). (C--E) Comparative docking to GLUT5, 7, and 9, respectively, highlighting residue substitutions. Hydrogen bonds (distance cutoff = 3.5 Å) are shown as yellow dashed lines.](ao8b03447_0001){#fig2}

###### Substitutions Observed in Selected Residues in the Cytochalasin B Binding Site

  inhibition by cytoB   transporter   residue                               
  --------------------- ------------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  yes                   GLUT1         T137      H160   Q282   W388   N411   W412
  GLUT3                 T135          N158      Q280   W386   N409   W410   
  GLUT4                 S153          N176      Q298   W404   N427   W428   
  GLUT8                 S138          V161      Q267   W394   N417   W418   
  GLUT13                S189          N212      Q336   W529   N552   W553   
  GLUT14                T159          N182      Q304   W410   N433   W434   
  no                    GLUT5         S143      P166   Q288   A396   H419   W420
  GLUT7                 Y149          T172      Q294   S402   H425   W426   
  GLUT9                 L182          T205      Y327   F435   N458   W459   

Exofacial Binding Site Comparison {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

To compare models in the outward-occluded conformation, we superposed the best models built based on GLUT3 bound to glucose as template (PDB 4ZW9). This superposition allowed us to compare the exofacial glucose binding sites throughout the family members. We examined the conservation of the seven residues found to hydrogen-bond to glucose ([Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). Within the five Class 1 GLUTs, all of these residues were strictly conserved, whereas for all other GLUTs, at least two substitutions were observed at these positions. The most conserved residues are (using GLUT3 numbering) Q280, Q281, N286, and W386, all of which are present in at least 10 family members (conservation \>70%). On the other hand, position E378 was conserved only in Class 1 transporters.

###### Conservation throughout the GLUT Family of Selected Residues in the Glucose Binding Site

                              residues that H-bond to glucose in PDB 4ZW9                                      
  ---------------------- ---- --------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  GLUT1                  7    Q161                                          Q282   Q283   N288   N317   E380   W388
  GLUT2                  7    Q193                                          Q314   Q315   N320   N349   E412   W420
  GLUT3                  7    Q159                                          Q280   Q281   N286   N315   E378   W386
  GLUT4                  7    Q177                                          Q298   Q299   N304   N333   E396   W404
  GLUT14                 7    Q183                                          Q304   Q305   N310   N339   E402   W410
  GLUT5                  5    Q167                                          Q288   Q289   N294   N325   A380   A396
  GLUT7                  4    E173                                          Q294   Q295   N300   N331   S394   S402
  GLUT9                  2    A206                                          Y327   Q328   N333   E364   C427   F435
  GLUT11                 0    A163                                          M284   E285   D290   E321   G384   G392
  GLUT6                  4    Q174                                          Q286   Q287   T292   R322   A410   W418
  GLUT8                  5    Q162                                          Q267   Q268   N273   Q302   A386   W394
  GLUT10                 3    E140                                          Q242   Q243   P248   K280   S424   W432
  GLUT12                 2    E172                                          V289   Q290   P295   K327   S476   W484
  GLUT13                 5    T213                                          Q336   Q337   N342   N374   A521   W529
  residue conservation   8    11                                            13     10     8      5      10     
  \% conservation        57   79                                            93     71     57     36     71     

Notably, we observed conservation of only three or fewer of the residues analyzed in the four receptors. This was the case for GLUT9--12, all of which have been reported to transport glucose (Supporting Information [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)). Receptors GLUT9 and GLUT11, which showed the lowest exofacial site conservation, as well as GLUT13, which presents distinctive particularities, will be discussed in more detail in separate sections. The remaining two, GLUT10 and GLUT12, are known to transport glucose and galactose, which is rather intriguing with regard to their low conservation in the glucose binding site. To verify if, in each GLUT, the residues highlighted in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} are likely functionally important, we first analyzed their conservation among the 250 closest orthologues (as well as some homologues) (Supporting Information [Tables S3 and S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)). Overall, these residues were highly conserved in homologous sequences: all residues had percentages of conservation higher than 97%, with the exception of W484 in GLUT12, which is still 88% conserved. Among the former are two charged residues E140/E172 and K280/K327 (in GLUT10/12) that are in a rather close vicinity and might form a buried salt bridge. They can still interact favorably with a polar compound such as glucose. A more pronounced variation comes from the mutation of an asparagine common in other GLUTS but herein replaced by proline (P248/P295). Interestingly, the asparagine is positioned near a kink at the beginning of a helical segment. Accordingly, the proline should not destabilize the local backbone conformation but its hydrophobic side chain will disallow any hydrogen bond. We then asked whether GLUT10 and GLUT12 could recognize and stabilize glucose, despite the differences observed in the putative binding site. Analysis of the best scoring binding modes predicted for glucose to these receptors revealed, in both cases, that two of the hydroxyls could still be involved in hydrogen bonds. In GLUT10, the glucose C2 hydroxyl is predicted to interact with Q242 and Q243, whereas the C4 hydroxyl would H-bond to E140 and W432. In the case of GLUT12, glucose C2 and C4 hydroxyls are predicted to hydrogen-bond to Q290 and N507. These results indicated partial glucose stabilization, but this would be significantly less than that observed in Class 1 receptors.

Specificity of Myo-inositol Transport by GLUT13 {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------------------------

GLUT13 is an atypical SLC2 transporter: it is the only H^+^-coupled transporter in the family, and it is also characterized by its unique specificity as the only documented myo-inositol transporter.^[@ref1],[@ref32]^ Like other members of the Class 3 GLUTs, GLUT13 has low sequence identity (between 26 and 31%) to Class 1 transporters. However, high residue conservation was observed within the exofacial binding sites ([Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). This provides an interesting case of specificity, which we sought to better understand with our models.

Myo-inositol is a small polyhydroxylated cyclic compound that differs from the carbohydrate glucose in two positions: the ring oxygen is replaced by a carbon attached to a hydroxyl group; the hydroxymethyl at C5 is also replaced by a hydroxyl ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Despite the high similarity between these molecules, glucose is transported by most GLUT receptors, whereas only GLUT13 transports myo-inositol. To understand the molecular bases for this specificity, we conducted docking studies and binding site comparisons. Before docking, reference complexes were assembled in \@TOME-2 by transferring ligands from templates to the models built. This allowed calculation of protein--ligand interaction profiles and subsequent application of pharmacophoric restraints when docking with PLANTS,^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ while favoring poses similar to the position and interaction profile of anchor compounds. We took into account both global and local protein flexibility during docking, by employing models in several conformations and allowing side-chain flexibility.

![Molecular bases for the specific binding of myo-inositol to GLUT13. (A) Chemical structures of α-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose and myo-inositol. (B) Glucose binding mode to GLUT3 (PDB 4ZW9). (C) myo-inositol binding mode to GLUT13; prediction based on docking with PLANTS. Highlighted residues (shown as sticks) are predicted to be important for ligand binding, either by their involvement in hydrogen bonds or through improvement of sterical complementarity. Hydrogen bonds (distance cutoff = 3.5 Å) are shown as yellow dashed lines. Visualization of myo-inositol docking to GLUT3 (D) and GLUT13 (E) with DSX online. Favorable and unfavorable potentials are shown as blue and red spheres, respectively. Favorable and unfavorable distances are shown as blue and red lines, respectively.](ao8b03447_0004){#fig3}

The best scoring binding mode of myo-inositol to GLUT13 was obtained against a model in the outward-open conformation (template PDB 4ZW9), with glucose as the anchor. Remarkably, this was the best scoring pose according to all scoring functions (PLANTS, Medusa, XScore, and DSX). This binding mode is highly similar to the one described for glucose against GLUT3, with most hydroxyls stabilized by hydrogen-bond interactions to the protein ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B,C). These include residues that are highly conserved in GLUTs (present in at least 10 receptors), such as Q336, Q337, N342, and W529, positions which were also observed to H-bond to glucose. As expected from the similarity between glucose and myo-inositol and the respective binding sites in GLUT3 and GLUT13, the conserved region in these small molecules is predicted to hydrogen-bond precisely to the same residues ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Additionally, GLUT13 residue Q220, which is not conserved, is predicted to H-bond to the C4 hydroxyl. The only other receptor containing a polar residue (Ser) at this position is GLUT6. The smaller side chain of serine places its hydroxyl too far to direct hydrogen bonding to the ligand, but it would allow a water molecule to fill in the gap and stabilize their interaction. In all other GLUTs, there is either an isoleucine or a valine residue at this position and therefore no other GLUT harbors the C4 hydroxyl that could be favorably accommodated.

Myo-inositol specific binding to GLUT13 is also supported by its unique ability to accommodate the hydroxyl at C3. GLUT13 contains a threonine (T213) at a position that is usually occupied by a bulkier residue, which would sterically clash with the hydroxyl (glutamine or glutamate in most GLUTs, except for GLUT9 and GLUT11, which bear an alanine at this position). This is captured by DSX as unfavorable potentials for both ligand and protein in the GLUT3--myo-inositol complex ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D), whereas in the same region, good potentials are observed for the GLUT13/myo-inositol complex ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). Therefore, our results suggested that two residues that are uniquely present in GLUT13 seemed critical for myo-inositol recognition: T213 and Q220 (Supporting Information [Table S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)). Analysis of homologous protein sequences revealed that these residues are, respectively, 96.4 and 99.6% conserved in the 250 closest GLUT13 homologues, further supporting our observation.

Specificity of GLUT9 to Urate {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------

GLUT9 represents another interesting case of substrate specificity as the only known urate transporter in the family. We therefore employed docking studies to obtain insights into the molecular bases for this specificity. The best scoring binding mode for urate to GLUT9, according to the estimated affinity deduced by \@TOME-2, was obtained when docking into a outward-facing model, in a partially occluded conformation (PDB 4GC0).^[@ref18]^ In this pose, the ligand hydrogen-bonds to residues Y327, Q328, N333, and W336 ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Evaluation by DSX online indicated positive contributions from most ligand atoms and several surrounding residues ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). In agreement with exclusive urate transport by GLUT9, docking urate to other GLUTs did not reveal binding modes similar to the one proposed for GLUT9. This result is also coherent with the urate binding site and binding mode proposed by docking. Among residues predicted to hydrogen-bond with urate, Q328 and N333 were highly conserved in the family, whereas Y327 (Q282 in GLUT1) and W336 (F291 in GLUT1) were not observed in any other GLUT (Supporting Information [Table S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)). Therefore, the former residues are likely to be crucial for the specificity of GLUT9 for urate recognition and transport. Other distinctive residues in the active site are Y71, C427, and F435 (respectively, F26, E380, and W388 in GLUT1, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), among which Y71 is predicted to interact with urate through edge-face pi-stacking. To document further the importance of these residues, we analyzed their conservation within 250 closest homologues found through a BLASTp search. The sequences we retrieved had a global sequence identity of at least 78.9% to our query and encompassed a wide phylogenetic range of vertebrates, including birds, bats, insectivores, carnivores, rodents, and primates. Overall, the least conserved residue in the binding site was Y71 (96% conservation), underlining the evolutionary high conservation of the structural properties for this site.

![Molecular bases for urate specific binding of GLUT9. (A) Urate chemical structure. (B) urate binding mode to GLUT9, predicted by docking with PLANTS. Residues predicted to hydrogen-bond with the ligand or which differ from most GLUTs are highlighted residues shown as sticks. Hydrogen bonds (distance cutoff = 3.5 Å) are shown as yellow dashed lines. (C) Visualization of the docking result with DSX online. Favorable and unfavorable potentials are shown as blue and red spheres, respectively. Favorable and unfavorable distances are shown as blue and red lines, respectively. (D) superposition of GLUT9 (cyan) and GLUT1 (white) binding sites.](ao8b03447_0002){#fig4}

GLUT11 Binding Site and Potential Ligands {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------------------

Finally, we examined GLUT11, one of the least studied transporters in the SLC2 family and the one with the most divergent exofacial binding site. Compared to Class 1 receptors, there is no residue conservation in the positions that hydrogen-bond to glucose, even though GLUT11 has been shown to transport glucose in reconstituted membranes.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^ These results initially seemed rather in contradiction and incited us to perform further modeling analyses of this GLUT family member. As for the other transporters, we first investigated whether the predicted GLUT11 binding site was phylogenetically conserved. Among the 250 closest homologues, we observed that the corresponding seven residues (highlighted in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}) are highly conserved (with at least 88% conservation), suggesting a conserved functional binding site (Supporting Information [Table S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf)). Of note, when compared to Class 1 GLUTs, three residue differences were rather conservative although they consisted in the change of a neutral residue in GLUT11 (asparagine or glutamine) to the isosteric but negatively charged residue (aspartate or glutamate; E285, D290, and E321). Most other differences involved the smallest residues, such as alanine and glycine, at three other positions. This should allow some water molecules to fill in the extra space made available and form some hydrogen bond with the polar substrate. The only difference, when compared to GLUT1, that is predicted to be detrimental is M284 in GLUT11, which is hydrophobic and as large as the glutamine in GLUT1 (Q282). Next, we evaluated whether glucose could still be accommodated in GLUT11 exofacial binding site. Docking studies were performed on our models that we built based on templates with 33-- 35% sequence identity (to GLUT3 and GLUT1, respectively). Despite the lack of residue conservation, docking studies revealed glucose poses that were stabilized by up to five hydrogen bonds. Assuming a conserved orientation when compared to the glucose binding mode of GLUT3, hydroxyls at C2--C4 could be stabilized by four hydrogen bonds with GLUT11 residues E285, D290, and E321 ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Therefore, even though glucose recognition does not seem as favorable as for Class 1 transporters, the GLUT11 binding site still appeared compatible with glucose transport, as also experimentally observed.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^

![Predicted binding mode for putative GLUT11 substrates. (A) Chemical structures of docked ligands. Docking predicted poses for: (B) α-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose, (C) [d]{.smallcaps}-glucosamine, and (D) *N*-acetyl-glucosamine thiazoline. GLUT11 is shown as a cartoon, with selected residues and ligands highlighted as sticks and colored by atom. Salt bridges and hydrogen bonds (distance cutoff = 3.5 Å) are shown as yellow dashed lines.](ao8b03447_0003){#fig5}

Nevertheless, our model indicated that glucose is unlikely the primary substrate for GLUT11, which has a bigger and more negatively charged exofacial binding site than that of Class 1 GLUTs. These differences suggested transport of either a positively charged substrate or a larger molecule. We therefore investigated the binding mode of putative substrates by docking. [d]{.smallcaps}-glucosamine was evaluated as an example of a putatively relevant and positively charged sugar. The best scoring binding mode obtained (best p*K*~d~ according to \@TOME) is characterized by positioning the positively charged nitrogen among two negatively charged residues (E285 and D290), at 3.1 Å from each, and additional hydrogen bonds to the side chains of D290, E321 and the backbone carbonyl from A388 ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C).

To identify further putative ligands, we searched GLUT11 annotations in the STITCH database.^[@ref38]^ Among those, we found *N*-acetyl-glucosamine thiazoline (NAG-thiazoline), a [d]{.smallcaps}-glucosamine derivative. NAG-thiazoline predicted binding mode suggested that this ligand could fit in the GLUT11 binding site, since its polar region is stabilized by hydrogen bonds to N289, D290, and E321, whereas the thiazoline ring would occupy a more hydrophobic region of the binding site, close to residues A388 and M284 ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). The latter positions are occupied by polar residues in most of the other GLUTs ([Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this study, we employed recently obtained structural information from members of the SLC2 family to provide comparative models for the whole family. This approach allowed us to obtain insights into previously described trends studying substrate and inhibitor specificity. Our first contribution is to provide models for all family members and this, in multiple conformations and together with their validation data. These models are made readily available to the community through the \@TOME-2 platform. To the best of our knowledge, no comparative models have been published either for any Class 3 transporters or some Class 2 transporters (GLUT7 and GLUT11).

Sequence identity between the GLUTs to be modeled and available templates varied widely, from 24 to 95%. Therefore, whereas the model building was trivial for some transporters, in some cases, the automatic alignment could be locally inaccurate, especially around insertions and deletions, and a more precise procedure was employed. This involved incorporating information from secondary structure prediction, manually checking for alignment of conserved residues and use of ViTO,^[@ref39]^ an interface that easily allows the visualization of the correspondence between sequence alignment and protein structure. Such procedures resulted in models for the transmembrane regions and smalls loops of all GLUTs, whereas we opted not to model flexible regions without proper templates, such as long loops connecting transmembrane helices and intracellular N- and C-terminal sequences. Even though these regions, which we did not include in our modeling, are indeed biologically relevant, we reasoned that the transmembrane core that contains ligand binding sites was the most critical region for the analyses reported here.

Obtaining accurate models for the core regions of all GLUTs allowed us to compare their endofacial and exofacial binding sites, highlighting conserved residues and allowing structure-based hypothesis that supported substrate distinctive specificities, as observed within the GLUT family members. Understanding how selectivity might be achieved within the SLC2 family is critical from a medicinal chemistry standpoint. Several diseases have been associated with aberrant expression of members of this family, and these proteins have been therefore targeted for the development of inhibitors. Several GLUT mutations have also been associated to deficient expression and/or transport. Despite the high binding site conservation observed in Class 1 GLUTs, inhibitors selective for either GLUT1^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ or GLUT4^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ have been described, in response to a strong motivation to develop selective inhibitors as therapeutic agents. CytoB is a well-studied inhibitor which binds to several Class 1 and Class 3 transporters, with no inhibition documented for Class 2 proteins. Two tryptophans (W388 and W412 in GLUT1) have been previously described as essential for cytoB binding.^[@ref31]^ On the basis of comparative docking analyses, here we describe additional substitutions in the cytoB binding site, which may also explain the lack of inhibition of this compound for some of the GLUTs.

Understanding substrate specificity within the GLUT family is still a fundamental question to be answered in the field.^[@ref1]^ Here, we provide contributions toward this direction by predicting binding modes for urate and myo-inositol, formulating a hypothesis of critical residues for substrate recognition and suggesting possible GLUT11 substrates. Such hypotheses were based on docking studies, binding site comparisons, and conservation among homologues from different species.

GLUT9 is the only urate transporter known in the GLUT family. To the best of our knowledge, here we provide for the first time a putative binding mode for urate in GLUT9. Comparative models for this transporter have been previously proposed, both by Dinour et al.^[@ref5]^ and Clemençon et al.^[@ref40]^ However, neither study included a detailed description of binding sites. Here, we considered multiple templates for comparative modeling and docking, including structures with higher resolution and obtained from sequences with higher sequence identity. This approach allowed us to provide a hypothesis for urate binding mode and to propose residues Y327 and W336 as keys for recognition and specificity. Additional bioinformatics analysis supported this hypothesis: No other protein in the family contains these residues at the structurally aligned positions, which is coherent with the exclusive transport by GLUT9, and these residues were 100% conserved in homologues from varied species. Finally, no polymorphism has yet been reported at these positions in humans. GLUT9 is expressed as two splice variants, GLUT9a and GLUT9b, which differ in their amino-terminal cytoplasmic tails.^[@ref41]^ Although this difference is important for protein localization,^[@ref41]^ it does not interfere with the affinity for urate.^[@ref42]^ Even though we focused our studies on GLUT9a, the longest variant (540 amino acid long), and the more widely expressed of the two splice variants, our analysis should be valid for both variants.

Another family member with distinct substrate specificity is GLUT13. No polymorphism has been described for this transporter. The GLUT13 glucose binding site is very similar to that observed for Class 1 transporters. However, we have identified key modifications that may be related to selectivity. In the case of both GLUT9 and GLUT13, formal confirmation of the importance of the residues proposed here should be provided by experimental assessment. Here, we employed various bioinformatic techniques to document our hypotheses and orientate further experimentation on GLUT biochemistry and biology.

Currently, GLUT11 is among the least studied GLUTs. It is expressed mainly in heart and skeletal muscles,^[@ref35]^ although different isoforms appear to be expressed in kidney, adipose tissues, placenta, and pancreas.^[@ref37]^ The three GLUT11 isoforms can transport glucose and fructose but not galactose.^[@ref37]^ Not much information has been reported concerning substrates or inhibitors for this transporter. Here, analysis of the GLUT11 binding sites revealed a strikingly low level of similarity to other GLUTs, characterized by an exofacial binding site more negatively charged and larger than the corresponding site in Class 1 transporters. Taking into account these characteristics and annotations in the STITCH database, [d]{.smallcaps}-glucosamine and *N*-acetyl-glucosamine thiazoline were successfully docked into GLUT11. Further experiments are needed to assess whether the latter compounds are potential ligands for this receptor. Alternatively, another hypothesis is that the GLUT11 binding site may favor glucose transport in more acidic conditions, as found in active muscles, due to protonation of the acidic side chains.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

Through a combination of bioinformatic tools, we obtained models for GLUT1--14, compared their exofacial and endofacial binding sites, and studied possible determinants for inhibitor and substrate specificity within this family. We identified residues likely critical for recognition and transport by GLUTs that present unique specificity (Y317 and W336 for urate transport by GLUT9 and T213 and Q220 for myo-inositol transport by GLUT13), providing hypotheses to be confirmed by mutagenesis and functional studies. Additionally, models provided a basis for understanding selectivity trends for cytoB, a widely employed GLUT inhibitor.

Experimental Section {#sec5}
====================

Automated Comparative Modeling with the \@TOME-2 Pipeline {#sec5.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

For each GLUT, models were generated in an automated way by the \@TOME-2 pipeline.^[@ref26]^ Briefly, starting from each query sequence, template detection was performed with Fugue,^[@ref43]^ HHSearch,^[@ref44]^ and PSI-BLAST.^[@ref45]^ Models were then built with TiTO^[@ref27]^ and Scwrl.^[@ref46]^ Structural alignments obtained through these programs were evaluated with different 1D, 2D, and 3D tools and scored, taking into account the percentage sequence identity, 3D-Coffee sequence alignment score, 3DJury rank, Tito Score, Verify 3D,^[@ref29]^ and QMEAN^[@ref28]^ evaluation scores. Long cytoplasmatic or extracellular loops (Class 1: L2--3, Class 3: L9--10) and the ICH domain from GLUT8 and GLUT10 were not modeled, due to the lack of appropriate templates. For each GLUT, models were generated from all templates detected, and up to 20 models were selected on the basis of the top ranking structural alignments for each sequence. Results are available at <http://atome3.cbs.cnrs.fr/htbin-post/AT23/SUPERATOME/aff_study_stat_base.cgi?&WD=AT23/GLUT_HUMAN>.

Sequence Alignment and Comparative Modeling {#sec5.2}
-------------------------------------------

Human GLUT6, 8 and 10--13 have sequence identity to the available GLUT templates (GLUT3 and GLUT1) that is lower than 35%. For these, additional models were generated from a nonautomated procedure. Sequences were obtained from the UniProt database^[@ref30]^ (GLUT1: P11166; GLUT2: P11168; GLUT3: P11169; GLUT4: P14672; GLUT5: P22732; GLUT6: Q9UGQ3; GLUT7: Q6PXP3; GLUT8: Q9NY64; GLUT9: Q9NRM0; GLUT10: O95528; GLUT11: Q9BYW1; GLUT12: Q8TD20; GLUT13 (MYCT): Q96QE2; GLUT14: Q8TDB8). Sequence alignment was manually checked in ViTO,^[@ref39]^ taking into account secondary structure prediction by the PSIPRED server.^[@ref47]^ Models were then built based on templates PDB 4ZW9 (GLUT3) and PDB 5EQI (GLUT1) with Tito and Swrcl and uploaded into the \@TOME-2 platform for validation and docking studies. We opted not to use the rat and bovine GLUT5 structures as templates, given their low resolution (3.27 and 3.2 Å, respectively) and the fact that the human GLUT1 and GLUT3 structures available had higher resolution, were in complex with ligands, and in the same conformation (inward open and outward open, respectively) as the GLUT5 structures.

Ligand File Preparation {#sec5.3}
-----------------------

Isomeric SMILES were retrieved from PubChem (<https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>). OpenBabel^[@ref48]^ was employed to convert SMILES into MOL2, which were then prepared for docking by reprotonation with SPORES^[@ref49]^ and addition of Gasteiger charges with OpenBabel.

Molecular Docking {#sec5.4}
-----------------

All docking procedures were performed in the \@TOME-2 platform. Before docking, complexes were built by transferring ligands from experimental structures to each model, in a process called comparative docking. For each complex, the binding constant (p*K*~d~) is calculated as an average of four scoring functions: MedusaScore,^[@ref50]^ Xscore,^[@ref51]^ PLANTS,^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ and DSX.^[@ref52]^ On the basis of the calculated p*K*~d~, a subset of these complexes was then selected as reference complexes, for which protein--ligand interaction profiles were built, to allow anchoring of new ligands during docking with PLANTS.

For cytoB, we only performed the comparative docking procedure in \@TOME-2, in which the crystallographic ligand coordinates were transferred to the models of several GLUTs, in all cases, built on the basis of PDB 5EQI([@ref20]) as the template. Unconserved side chains in the ligand binding site were optimized by SCWRL after ligand transfer. In the case of GLUT7, the complex obtained was minimized with the YASARA force field, through the YASARA web server.^[@ref53]^

For other ligands, docking was performed with PLANTS, through the \@TOME-2 platform, with the following parameters: up to 20 modeled receptors were considered, with 1 ligand-anchor/model, chosen on the basis of anchor/candidate similarity, as measured by the Tanimoto coefficient. The binding site size was set to anchor radius plus 8 Å, the quality/speed ratio for PLANTS software set to speed 2, and side chains of the binding site were recalculated by PLANTS. Ligand reposition/anchor constraint for Plants software was usually set to −3 and in the case of urate, calculations were also run with no constraints (parameter set to 0). Docking results were examined in Pymol. All docking results discussed in the manuscript are listed in Supporting Information [Table S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf) and available for download through the link: <http://atome4.cbs.cnrs.fr/AT23/GLUT_HUMAN/DBINFO/Inf/Table-S1.html>.

DSX Online {#sec5.5}
----------

Selected docking results were evaluated with the online version of the DSX scoring function,^[@ref52]^ available at <http://pc1664.pharmazie.uni-marburg.de/drugscore/>. Protein PDB and ligand MOL2 files were obtained from the best scoring results generated by \@TOME-2. Complexes were evaluated with CSD potentials. Torsion potentials and solvent accessible surface were taken into account during scoring. A Pymol script for visualization of per-atom contributions was generated by the server and examined in Pymol.

Sequence Conservation in Orthologues {#sec5.6}
------------------------------------

For the most functionally and structurally divergent GLUTs, namely, GLUT9--13, sequence conservation among orthologues was carefully surveyed. To search for homologous genes, a Blastp search was performed with standard parameters (word size: 6; expected value: 10; gap costs: existence = 11, extension = 1; Matrix: BLOSUM62), except for the number of hits, which was set to 250. Query sequences, obtained from UniProt, were Q9NRM0 for human GLUT9, O95528 for GLUT10, Q9BYW1 for human GLUT11, Q8TD20 for GLUT12, and Q96QE2 for human GLUT13. The sequences obtained were then aligned with Clustal Omega and the resulting file was visualized and analyzed with Jalview, to determine conservation and occupancy of specific residues within putative binding sites.

Stitch Database {#sec5.7}
---------------

Annotated ligands for GLUT11 were retrieved from the Stitch database (<http://stitch.embl.de/>),^[@ref38]^ on the basis of a search with the term "GLUT11" and selecting "*Homo sapiens*" as the organism.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsomega.8b03447](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447).Sequence alignment of human GLUT1--14; reported substrates for GLUT1--14; conservation of GLUT10, GLUT11, and GLU12 exofacial binding site in homologous proteins; myo-inositol binding site residues and their conservation within GLUTs and GLUT13 homologues; urate binding site residues and their conservation within GLUTs and GLUT9 homologues; list of reported docking results, with a link to access file coordinates; authors will release the atomic coordinates and experimental data upon article publication ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b03447/suppl_file/ao8b03447_si_001.pdf))
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SLC

:   solute carrier

GLUT

:   glucose transport carrier

ICH

:   intracellular helical

MYCT

:   proton myo-inositol cotransporter

TM

:   transmembrane

DRM

:   disease-related mutations

GLUT1DS2

:   GLUT1 deficiency syndrome 2

NAG-thiazoline

:   *N*-acetyl-glucosamine thiazoline

cytoB

:   cytochalasin B

p*K*~d~

:   --log of the dissociation constant
